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~ind the derivative. ~/::= 5"(+)( +-3j\t-) = ZCl( lfX+-3Jt(-'~.' 1) Y = (4x + 3)5 

:::- 2. Clfi+~.I,,; = _2_
2) Y = "j4x + 2 

JLf-X+ z. 

3) Y= (3x2 + Sx + 1)3/2 ~/"" ~ {3X""+-5X+f OX-4-~ :=(ctx+tY}f~rx+fy... 

Solve the problem. 

5) If the price of a product is given by P(x) = 1~24 + 2300, where x represents the demand for the product, find the 

rate of change of price when the demand is 4. (i.e. x = 4) 

rex)-= lo~lf[ ( + 2300 

I ( )-'LF(xJ:= -IOl'f K 

f/(~ ~ - lil~t(-l +rc....= -
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7)	 The total cost to produce x handcrafted wagons is C(x) = 100 + 3x - x2 + 7x3. Find the marginal cost when x = 4. 

cJ('tJ~ 3- 2 'i+Z t X"

CI [ 'f-J; '3 - 'l-(Ifj -{-1.-( uo 'L. .:-:]5U 
8)	 Exposure to ionizing radiation is known to increase the incidence of cancer. One thousand laboratory rats are 

exposed to identical doses of ionizing radiation, and the incidence of cancer is recorded during subsequent days. 
The researchers find that the total number of rats that have developed cancer t months after the initial exposure 
is modeled by N(t) = 1.0U2.2 for 0 ~ t ~ 10 months. Find the rate of growth of the number of cancer cases at the 
7th month. 

9)	 Suppose the demand for a certain item is given by D(p) = -3p 2 + 2p + 5, where p represents the price of the item 
in dollars. Find 0'(11) and interpret your result. f) ICf) .:::= - ~ F+ L.. 

plOt) -=- _"(11)+1..- Tk~~!u~~,,? ~~~ 
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60.00x - x2/ 200 dollars. Find the marginal 
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10) The revenue generated by the sale of x bicycles is given by R(x) = 

revenue when x = 1200 units, and interpret your result. 
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